
 THE WITCHER 3: WILD HUNT - MUSIC FROM THE CONTINENT   AT  LUCCA 
 COMICS AND GAMES 2022 

 Special concert confirmed for   The Witcher 3: Wild  Hunt   conducted by 
 Eímear Noone 

 Copyright: Steve Humphreys 

 "  The Irish Queen of Games Music  ”   The Independent Ireland 
   

 “  If you have ever battled wolves at the gates of Draenor  or helped Link rescue 
 Princess Zelda then chances are you’ve been moved by the music of Eímear 

 Noone.  ”   The Times 

 “  Irish conductor, and one of the video game industry’s  most recognised 
 composers… is making history as the first woman ever to conduct at the 

 Oscars  ”   Classic FM 
   

 “  Underappreciated outside of game fandom for years,  the genre now has 
 dedicated orchestras playing sold-out concert tours around the world. And Noone 

 is a passionate advocate to explore and explain the unique elements of the 
 form  ”   The Guardian 

 Wednesday  19th  October,  Lucca,  Italy:   Lucca  Comics  &  Games  presents   The 
 Witcher  3:  Wild  Hunt  -  Music  from  the  Continent  ,  a  symphony  concert 
 dedicated to CD PROJEKT RED's world-famous videogame franchise. 



 The  conductor  for  the  evening  will  be  the  award-winning  conductor  and 
 composer   Eímear  Noone.   The  LA/Dublin  based  conductor  /  composer  is one  of 
 the  leading  figures  in  games  scores  and  is  responsible  for  some  of  the  most 
 enduring  soundscapes  on  World  of  Warcraft,  Zelda  and  other  best-selling  video 
 games.  Through  her  music  on  World  of  Warcraft,  Eímear’s  music  has  reached 
 over  a  100  million  people  and  continually  inspired  players  to  invent  and  build 
 new  worlds  for  nearly  15  years.  Her  composition  portfolio  of  26  film  and 
 video-game  titles  have  received  multiple  industry  accolades  including  the 
  “Hollywood  Music  in  Media  Award”  for   “Best  Video  Game  Score”.  Eímear  is  the 
 first woman ever to conduct at the Academy Award Ceremony. 

 Tracks  will  be  performed  by  musicians  from  the  Fiesole’s   Orchestra  Giovanile 
 Italiana   (the  Italian  Youth  Orchestra),  accompanied  by  the  Polish  folk  metal 
 band   Percival  Schuttenbach  .  It’s  a  once-in-a-lifetime  event,  produced 
 with   Teatro  del  Giglio   in  Lucca,  on  the  occasion  of  CD  PROJEKT  RED  20th 
 anniversary. 

 Orchestra Giovanile Italiana   was created by Piero  Farulli within the School of 
 Music in Fiesole (Tuscany). For 40 years, it has made a considerable impact on 
 the music industry of the country with over a thousand musicians permanently 
 employed in Italian and foreign symphony orchestras. Baptized by Riccardo Muti, 
 the Orchestra has performed at some of the countries most prestigious music 
 venues. 

 - ENDS - 

 TICKET INFORMATION 

 Stalls Area 1 
 Full Price - € 59.00 + presale 
 Reduced price for LC&G 2022 ticket / season ticket holders - € 36.00 + presale 



 Stalls Area 2 
 Full Price € 45.00 + presale 
 Reduced price for LC&G 2022 ticket / season ticket holders - € 29.00 + presale 

 Unnumbered grandstand 
 Full Price - € 30.00 + presale 
 Reduced for LC&G 2022 ticket / season ticket holders - € 19.00 + presale 

 Tickets can be purchased on the vivaticket.com starting Friday 7 October at 5.00 
 pm 

 FAQ Concert The Witcher III: Wild Hunt. Music of the Continent 

 Who is the reduction valid for? 
 The reduction is valid for holders of a day ticket or multi-day subscription to 
 Lucca Comics & Games 2022, regardless of the day and the duration of the 
 subscription. 

 How can I take advantage of the discount? 
 Online at the time of purchase select “Biglietto ridotto” (reduced ticket), you will 
 be asked for the code printed on your Lucca Comics & Games ticket or multi-day 
 subscription named CA (i.e. CA: DASASD84334). The discount is applicable no 
 earlier than 24 hours after the purchase of the festival day ticket or multi-day 
 subscription. Onsite at the ticket office you will only have to show your 
 previously purchased festival day ticket or multi-day subscription ticket, but it 
 will also be possible to purchase both tickets (concert and Lucca Comics & 
 Games) at the same time. 

 Is it possible to access the Lucca Music Arena without a Lucca Comics & 
 Games ticket? 



 Yes, to access the evening concert The Witcher III: Wild Hunt. Music of the 
 Continent, it will be sufficient to have purchased the specific concert ticket.    

 For additional information, please contact: 

 Jazmin Kuan Veng - International 
 jazmin@fusioncommunications.com 

 Wez Merchant - UK & USA 
 wez@strike-media.com 

 We believe in #Community #Inclusion #Respect #Discovery #Gratitude 

 FB  e  IG  @luccacomicsandgames;  TW  @LuccaCandG 
 Twitch  LuccaComicsAndGames;  YT  Lucca Comics & Games 
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